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Customers of palm products increasingly require detailed information on source and sustainability of the palm oil

Where does palm oil come from?
Was it sustainably produced?
What kind of certification is available in the supply chain?
What is the climate impact of my products along the supply chain?
Am I becoming vulnerable to criticism by buying this material?
Long and complex supply chains and the current practice of document transfer do not cope with the increasing requests and challenges.
With Trace Your Claim market players receive all relevant information to fulfill customers’ requirements and to handle inquiries flexible.

**Information, which is already provided in Trace Your Claim:**

- Origin of palm feedstock (plantation)
- Sustainability of the sourcing plantation (e.g. type of certification) and along the supply chain (MB, SG)
- Actual amount of palm oil / palm kernel oil used to produce relevant product
- Further sustainability data of the product (e.g. climate impact)
- Possibility to conduct risk analysis for palm plantations
With Trace Your Claim and GRAS, risk analysis of feedstock sources can be performed. Example: Product from palm sourced from plantation Agristate
All data can either be displayed on an aggregated level....

Highest aggregation levels are always product groups, e.g.:

- Biodiesel
- Bioethanol
- Fatty alcohols
- Crude and refined oils
- …
… or very detailed down to the feedstock type, type of sustainability certification and palm origin (plantation)
Further information is provided on the website trace-your-claim.com